More resources, including Seasonal
Resources are available on our website:

www.paxchristiusa.org
Contact Information:
For sales inquiries, contact:
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814-453-4955 ext. 231
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www.paxchristiusa.org
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1225 Otis St. NE
Washington, DC 20017-2516
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U.S. Shipping and Handling

Shipping prices are based on the total value of your order:
$0.25-$10: $3.50				
$50.01-$75: $8.50
$10.01-$30: $5.50				
$75.01-$199.99: 12% of total
$30.01-$50: $7.50				
$200 and more: $20.00
Shipping and handling will becalculated automatically online (along with applicable sales tax for PA & IN customers)

Pax Christi USA
Resources
Lenten Resources

Coming to Consciousness: Reflections for Lent 2011
By Angie O’Gorman

“Coming to Consciousness: Reflections for Lent 2011” offers
short reflections by Angie O’Gorman on the lectionary readings
for each day of Lent, a season which begins with a call for repentance and restoration. We are asked to come to consciousness of
God present in our lives and in our world, as well as the ways we
individually and communally deny this presence God and work
against God’s Kin-dom. Through Scripture, we remember stories of our ancestors in faith and ask in what ways they speak to
us today.We are called to consciousness, returning and reorienting ourselves to God, awaiting “what Isaiah called the time of favor, the day of salvation, when we might come back to ourselves
and from that place, better know God and thus, each other.”
Spanish language version available at the end of February!

English Language Item No. 531-045 $4.00 + s/h
Spanish Language Iten No. 531- 046 $4.00 + s/h

The Nonviolent Moment: Spirituality for the 21st Century
By Sr. Mary Lou Kownacki

Bulk Orders

10 or more deduct 10%
25 or more deduct 20%
100 or more deduct 40% on select items

(DOES NOT apply to already bulk-priced items such as prayer cards or brochures.)

Special Discounts

Bookstores, parish sponsors, corporate sponsors, and local groups: a maximum
40% volume discount is available on select items.
Printed on 30%
Recycled Paper

Sister Mary Lou Kownacki draws deep insights – her own and
those of others – into the nature of human relationships and
peacemaking. She offers the reader a personal process for developing a spirituality of nonviolence tailored to face and transform the violence and suffering of our times. The chapters are
a line-by-line reflection on her Prayer for the Decade of Nonviolence. Each chapter concludes with reflection and action
suggestions. Excellent resource for individual reflection, faith
sharing groups, parish gatherings, families, classes, or religious
communities.

Item No. 523-473

ON SALE! $4.80 + s/h

Booklets

Books
Be Not Afraid: An Alternative to theWar on Terror
By Tom Cordaro

Now updated! Tom Cordaro’s award-winning book, Be Not
Afraid: An Alternative to the War on Terror, now has a preface addressing the Obama Administration as well as added
appendices.

Item No. 523-500

Booklets outlining the lives and peace work of peacemakers, including Dr. Martin Luther King, Archbishop
Oscar Romero, Gandhi, and Dorothy Day.

$3.00 each + s/h

$17.00 + s/h

TheWay of Peace: Exploring Nonviolence for the 21st Century
An updated and expanded classic! This manual is an introductory guide to the spirit and practice of nonviolence in recent
decades as practiced by Mohandas Gandhi, Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., Dorothy Day, Cesar Chavez, and others. Includes
stories, prayers, reflection questions, action ideas, and exercises. If you’re searching for another way, use this book, either
individually or in a group, as an introduction to the spirit and
practice of nonviolence. Perfect for classroom or parish study
groups! Item No. 533-054
$15.00 + s/h

Resource Packets

Peacemaking Day by Day,Volumes I and II

Features quotes from peacemakers and justice-seekers
around the world. Our best seller of all time, this original book of daily quotes for peacemakers is lively, practical,
educational, and inspirational. A great resource for teachers
who want to introduce students to peacemakers. Reprinted
15 times. Portable, small, stapled edition.

Day by DayVolume I Item No. 532-027		
Day by DayVolume II Item No. 532-130
						

An Immigrant’s Prayer

Item No. 525-449

Item No. 540-287

$8.00 + s/h

Breaking the Cycle ofViolence: A Packet on the Death Penalty

This organizing packet features 17 pieces, in partnership with
Catholics Against Capital Punishment. Includes study and reflection pieces from people who have been on death row and those
who work with death row inmates as well as action suggestions
and prayers for ending the death penalty.

$8.00 + s/h

$6.00 + s/h
$6.00 + s/h
$10.00 + s/h FOR SET

Prayer Cards

Consumerism Packet:Through the Eye of a Needle

This packet is a five-week process focused on affluenza, overconsumption, sweatshops, the environment, and simple living. Suitable for use by small groups as well as individuals,
each session contains prayers, reflection questions and action suggestions. Great for introducing social justice issues to
your parish or small group.

Item No. 525-410

Peacemaker Booklet Series

Written by an immigrant to the United States, this prayer
asks for God’s blessings upon all who cross borders, especially immigrants, giving thanks because God walks always
“with those who cross borders, in search of well-being, doing
their part in building the world you entrusted to us.” In both
English and Spanish, with reflection questions in English.

$10/100 cards + s/h

Muslim, Jewish, Christian Prayer for Peace

A prayer that calls forth the deepest shared beliefs of the
three traditions that affirm they are followers of one God,
children of Abraham, brothers and sisters who need to join
hands in friendship and seek peace together. Also, available
in Spanish

English Item No. 536-236
Spanish Iten No. 536-237

$10/100 cards + s/h
$10/100 cards + s/h

